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Location based Flood Alerts based on ensemble techniques and ML algorithms
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Pluvial flooding can have a severe impact 

in an urban environment, causing damage

to public and private property and even 

casualties, in the case of large-scale 

precipitation events. 
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Short Term Ensemble Prediction System 
(STEPS) is a nowcasting algorithm that 
provides an ensemble of precipitation. 
At KNMI the STEPS algorithm is 
calibrated for the Netherlands. 

Harmonie Model Output Statistics (MOS), is a statistical 
postprocessing on the KNMI Harmonie model 
developed specifically for extreme precipitation. The 
machine learning algorithm is trained by using both 
precipitation observations and a large set of model 
variables from Harmonie reforecasts.

In creating climate resilient cities, adaptive 

water management is a key element to 

manage extreme precipitation events. This 

calls for an early warning system, but this 

is hard to realise, since high intensity 

precipitation develops very quickly and on 

a very local scale.

Weather Impact and Hydrologic developed an Early 

Warning system that fulfills these criteria. 

Innovations used:

• STEPS nowcast

• Harmonie MOS

• Flood prediction algorithm

• The Scorewater data platform to issue warnings

An effective early warning system for this type of events:

• is based on flood forecasts rather than precipitation 

forecasts, 

• incorporates uncertainty in its output, 

• is tailored to specific locations and 

• is available as soon as possible in order to provide a 

window of opportunity for preventive measures. 

The principle of STEPS is a 
decomposition of spatial scales. Each 
scale is advected separately and noise is 
added to simulate dissipation and 
formation of rainfall showers. The result 
is a 20-member ensemble that provides 
precipitation for every 5 minutes up to 2 
hours ahead.

The machine learning approach makes it possible to 
generate a full 50-member ensemble with little computer 
resources. The information is provided on hourly basis 
up to 48 hours ahead. First verifications indicate that the 
MOS ensemble performs as good as a classical ‘physical’ 
ensemble with much lower computational costs.

As flooding in urban areas is a rare occasion, there 

are little or no observations available to train the 

algorithm. As an alternative, a data set was created 

with a hydrodynamic model of the sewer system and 

a set of hypothetical precipitation events. 

Once the algorithm is trained, the Machine Learning 

approach allows for very short calculation times, 

which leaves as much time as possible to take 

preventive measures in the flood prone areas.

It also allows for the ensemble 

calculations, thus incorporating the 

necessary uncertainty information to the 

flood forecast. This extra information 

enables water managers to define location 

specific warning criteria (i.e. different 

flood probabilities).

Precipitation Forecast
• 50 member ensemble
• hourly data
• +48 hours
• renewed every 6 hours

Flood prediction Algorithm
• 50 member ensemble
• volume timeseries
• per manhole

Scorewater platform
• flooding likelihood per manhole
• warning levels

End user
• personalised dashboard

These techniques are combined to an 
operational early warning system: the 
Flood Alert.

This alerting service provides the end 
user - for example a municipality - with 
an overview of expected flooding per 
manhole or street, including a probability, 
within minutes after a new forecast is 
made available.

𝑀𝐴𝐸 = 0.06 𝑚3

𝑁𝑆𝐸 = 0.87

𝑅2 = 0.99

Run time 70 ms (25 samples)
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